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Summary

As the capabilities of large machine learning models continue to grow, and as the
autonomy afforded to such models continues to expand, the spectre of a new adversary
looms: the models themselves.
AI Alignment & Safety call this deceptive alignment: models subtly altering their
behavior for ulterior goals while appearing to operate normally.
We advocate Deceptive Alignment Monitoring as an important emerging direction.
We identify several trends across diverse ML subfields where deceptive alignment
monitoring should be integrated.
These trends present both imminent challenges and novel research opportunities.
We urge the adversarial machine learning community to increase their involvement in
these emerging directions.

Data Creation & Curation

Foundation models are increasingly gaining control over their training data, achieved
through data creation (e.g., Self-Instruct) and curation (e.g., SemDeDup, DoReMi).
These methods pose a threat in terms of deceptive alignment, enabling autonomous
models to alter their behavior by creating or curating their own training data.
Currently, such methods have a high degree of human-in-the-loop, but as model scale
and complexity increase, humans will play a diminishing role.
We lack methods for monitoring the training data that our models generate or curate, to
check that the training data has not been selected in pursuit of some ulterior goal (akin
to poisoning web-scale datasets)

Figure 1. Self-Instruct Procedure to Bootstrap LLM Data [8].

Network Training & Editing

Two emerging trends involve using one model to train another (e.g., RLHF [4], RLAIF
[2]) and directly editing a model’s parameters (e.g., ROME [6]).
This poses a significant threat to deceptive alignment, as models can give themselves or
another model capabilities that humans would not possess.

Figure 2. RLHF algorithm for aligning LLMs [4].

Network Representations & Mechanisms

Another goal is monitoring the representations and circuit mechanisms of networks for
"abnormal" processing.
Our focus is not on unusual input data x or unusual conditional distributions p(y |x), but
on ensuring that the network’s outputs are produced for the "normal reasons".
Even with ordinary inputs, outputs, and input-to-output maps, capable models could
process data in an typical manner.
To detect and counteract this threat, it’s crucial to develop interpretability methods that
can understand both activations and circuit mechanisms in models and spot abnormal
variations in their processing.

Figure 3. Anomaly Detection in Network Representations [9].

Strategies for Deceptive Alignment Monitoring

Given the unknown and dynamic nature of the threat, there is an urgent need for
scalable, unsupervised mechanistic anomaly detection methods that differentiate
between normal and anomalous model behaviors.
The challenge lies in identifying information propagation patterns within a model
indicative of “normal" processing without relying on explicit supervisory signals.
To accomplish this, we propose leveraging unsupervised anomaly detection techniques to
capture deviations from expected model processing.
By comparing a model’s processing across various inputs and outputs, it may be possible
to identify patterns that consistently align with desired behavior.
We hypothesize that these patterns could manifest at three different levels: individual
layer, layer-to-layer activation, and the circuit level.
However, defining probabilistic distribution over activations, their propagations, and
circuit mechanisms for anomaly detection remain open questions.

Figure 4. Circuits in Vision Models [7].
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